Eye movement analysis and cognitive processing: detecting indicators of conversion to Alzheimer’s disease
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Abstract: A great amount of research has been developed around the early cognitive impairments that best predict the onset of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Given that mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is no longer considered to be an intermediate state between normal aging and AD, new paths have been traced to acquire further knowledge about this condition and its subtypes, and to determine which of them have a higher risk of conversion to AD. It is now known that other deficits besides episodic and semantic memory impairments may be present in the early stages of AD, such as visuospatial and executive function deficits. Furthermore, recent investigations have proven that the hippocampus and the medial temporal lobe structures are not only involved in memory functioning, but also in visual processes. These early changes in memory, visual, and executive processes may also be detected with the study of eye movement patterns in pathological conditions like MCI and AD. In the present review, we attempt to explore the existing literature concerning these patterns of oculomotor changes and how these changes are related to the early signs of AD. In particular, we argue that deficits in visual short-term memory, specifically in iconic memory, attention processes, and inhibitory control, may be found through the analysis of eye movement patterns, and we discuss how they might help to predict the progression from MCI to AD. We add that the study of eye movement patterns in these conditions, in combination with neuroimaging techniques and appropriate neuropsychological tasks based on rigorous concepts derived from cognitive psychology, may highlight the early presence of cognitive impairments in the course of the disease.
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Introduction
A great deal of interest has been generated regarding the best predictors of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). However, subjects frequently present with considerable amounts of cognitive deficits before the establishment of the diagnosis. This initial stage of the disease is now called mild cognitive impairment (MCI). This condition has brought a lot of relevant information about the nature of the deficits that occur between normal aging and AD. Currently, researchers have been arguing about its clinical validity as a unitary diagnosis in itself, rather than acting as an intermediate phase in the progression to dementia.1,2

However, this debate has drawn attention to a very relevant issue: which early deficits best predict the onset of AD, besides the well-known episodic and semantic memory impairments.3 Given the growing evidence showing that visual processing4 and executive functions5 may also be impaired early in the course of the disease, several researchers...
have been focusing their attention on changes in eye movement patterns as a measure of these impairments.\textsuperscript{6,8}

In the present review, it is not our aim to extensively expose all of the existing studies that have been conducted around the changes in eye movement patterns that precede significant deficits in AD pathology, since this would be an impossible goal to achieve. Instead, we will try to very briefly present some of the most relevant investigations around this topic, critically analyzing the methodologies and behavioral tasks used in the referred studies. More specifically, we will try to identify and discuss some theoretical frameworks surrounding cognitive deficits that might be underidentified as early signs of AD – namely, visual and visuospatial impairments, different subtypes of memory impairments, as well as executive control deficits. Also, we will synthesize which eye movement pattern changes might be associated with these deficits in MCI/AD patients, and which might need further investigation.

**Mild cognitive impairment: still an intermediate state between normal aging and Alzheimer’s disease?**

Researchers have been trying to better understand the changes involved in the process of aging, specifically focusing on the cognitive differences between normal and pathological aging.\textsuperscript{4,9} MCI is generally associated with aging processes, and it is thought to be an intermediate state between normal aging and dementia, thus increasing the risk of progression to AD.\textsuperscript{10,11} However, not all aging processes lead to cognitive declines, and the pattern of cognitive decline may vary across individuals. MCI is currently regarded as a complex condition that still needs further investigation to better define it, and to develop a rigorous understanding about its clinical utility.\textsuperscript{1,2} The recent subclassification of MCI according to its cognitive features seems to be an effort to set some boundaries regarding the heterogeneity around this concept.\textsuperscript{10–12} Petersen\textsuperscript{11} suggested that MCI be subdivided into two variants: amnestic MCI (with clinically significant memory impairment); and nonamnestic MCI (with significant impairment in functions other than memory, such as attention, executive processing, language, or visuospatial skills). In addition, individuals must present very little functional compromise in daily activities or with insufficient severity.\textsuperscript{1,9}

There are currently several means for predicting the progression of MCI, such as structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),\textsuperscript{3,14} functional imaging techniques (\textsuperscript{18}F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography),\textsuperscript{15} analysis of the biomarkers in cerebrospinal fluid,\textsuperscript{16} and the use of molecular imaging.\textsuperscript{17}

However, this classification is not widely accepted among the research community, and it is considered to be too restrictive to subdiagnose the MCI population.\textsuperscript{18} In fact, previous research has reported the differences between clinical versus population-based MCI studies, where the clinical classification appears to be more well defined, and the progression of the disease is more uniform than in the population-based studies. This might be due to the fact that people followed in clinical settings probably show a different level of impairment because they actively seek help.\textsuperscript{19} Given this debate, assessing the risk of disease progression is not an easy task, and it has been shown to be influenced by the definition and subtype of MCI, as well as the setting. However, as far as we know, more recent data suggest that there is a rate of progression ranging between 6.8\% (community studies) and 8.1\% (clinical settings).\textsuperscript{20} Other findings report a more significant association between amnestic (a)MCI groups and the progression to AD.\textsuperscript{5,21} In a recent meta-analysis conducted by Mitchel and Shiri-Feshki,\textsuperscript{20} the authors found a higher progression rate for multi-domain MCI and aMCI than non-memory MCI, and concluded that the definition of MCI is still heterogeneous, which undeniably affects its diagnosis and clinical practice.

It is now clear that MCI can no longer be assumed to be a simple transitional state between normal aging and the development of dementia, especially when different subtypes of MCI are yet to be fully defined. Increasing evidence suggests that early deterioration of cognitive domains other than episodic memory is possibly associated with the conversion to AD, given that this type of memory impairment may not be sensitive to all of the early manifestations of the pathology. Recent studies have reported changes in visuospatial abilities\textsuperscript{4} and in executive functions\textsuperscript{5,22,23} before establishing a clinical diagnosis.

In sum, a vast number of studies have traditionally considered episodic and semantic memory changes as the most significant early impairments of AD; however, a growing number of findings have been suggesting that visuospatial and executive deficits may appear earlier in time, and can even precede the typical manifestations of memory impairments associated with MCI and AD,\textsuperscript{4,5,22,23} proving that the accurate evaluation of these domains can represent a promising approach for identifying the predictive markers of AD.

**Eye movement patterns as a measure of cognitive impairment**

Eye movement behavior can be a powerful tool to explore higher-order cognitive control processes (Figure 1). It has the potential to sensitively assess disease progression and the severity of cognitive impairment. For several years,
researchers have been trying to identify which kind of eye movements can highlight some of the cognitive deficits that present in the early course of AD.

Thus far, a vast majority of studies have been focusing on verbally-mediated memory disorders as the earliest predictors of AD – specifically, episodic and semantic memory impairments. Nonetheless, recent work suggests that other deficits, such as visual behavior impairments, can accurately predict AD and contribute to the differential diagnosis of other pathological conditions like multiple sclerosis and Parkinson’s disease. Moreover, other findings indicate that oculomotor assessment may aid in the diagnosis of frontotemporal lobar degeneration and related disorders. It may also differentiate AD patients from those with semantic dementia, and it has proved to be a valuable method for indexing memory function in special populations, such as normal aging populations and those with psychiatric disorders as well, given that eye movements can be acquired without explicit reports or other overt responses.

Some studies have been showing that patients with AD are less able to process color information. These findings, combined with the increasing numbers of neurofibrillary tangles present in the visual association cortex, particularly in temporal and parietal lobes, may explain the difference between AD and control subjects’ performance on different tasks that involve features such as color perception, stereoacuity, perceptual organization, contrast sensitivity, backward masking, spatial reasoning, or face and object recognition.

Predictive pursuit can be also observed through the analysis of eye movements. Efficient object pursuit requires appropriate target selection and predictive compensation for inherent processing delays. Prediction depends on the expectation of future object motion, the storage of motion information, and the use of extraretinal mechanisms, in addition to visual feedback. Fukushima et al reviewed different studies conducted with both humans and primates, and they presented behavioral evidence of how cognitive processes are
involved in predictive pursuit in normal humans; they then described neuronal responses in monkeys and behavioral responses in patients. More specifically, the authors explained how these cognitive controls occur, by examining the neural substrate of working memory and movement preparation for predictive pursuit through a memory-based task in macaque monkeys. This kind of task, when applied to patients with Parkinson’s disease, revealed deficits in movement preparation, but not in working memory. However, patients with frontocortical or cerebellar dysfunction seemed to exhibit working memory impairments.

In fact, eye movement impairments may also have some diagnostic value in the early identification of MCI. More specifically, certain deficits in visual functions may be present in MCI patients who do not present objective visual complaints. In his research, Rizzo et al tested 43 patients with mild severity AD and 22 nondemented subjects with a battery of tests designed to assess basic and higher-order visual perception and cognition. Their results suggested that visual dysfunction in AD (static spatial contrast sensitivity, visual attention, shape-from-motion, color, visuospatial construction, and visual memory) is highly correlated with several impairments in other cognitive domains.

Several characteristics associated with eye movements—such as fixation duration, refixations, saccade orientation, and pupil diameter—can help to improve the classification accuracy of cognitive impairment. In Laguna et al’s work, the authors used classification algorithms (dispersion-based fixation detection algorithms) combined with machine learning methods to more accurately distinguish between healthy (30 normal age-matched controls) and impaired subjects (ten MCI and 20 AD patients). They found that when using extended eye movement representation features (novelty preference, saccade orientation, refixations, and fixation duration), it was possible to distinguish normal controls from MCI subjects with 87% accuracy, 97% sensitivity, and 77% specificity of cognitive impairment detection based on eye-tracking data. Laguna et al’s work also elucidated the possibility of potentially detecting hippocampal or other structural damages not yet apparent via functional MRI (fMRI) imaging. This study offers the advantage of distinguishing—with high accuracy rates—patients with MCI from normal controls.

Since Jones et al’s first study concerning eye movement behavior impairments in four AD patients was performed, several studies have been conducted revealing deficits such as saccadic intrusions, defects in fixation and smooth saccadic eye movements, slow pursuit movements, and increased catch-up saccades. More recently, Mosimann et al have run an experiment about visual exploration behavior during a clock-reading task adapted to a computer screen, where eye movement measurements were registered with an eye tracking device. The results showed that patients with probable AD (number =24) exhibited less focused exploration movements, with fewer fixations inside the region of interest, and with a significant delay in time before the first fixation occurred inside the region of interest. The eye movement pattern revealed longer fixations and smaller saccade amplitudes. These patients exhibited a different pattern of exploration, which the authors related to parietal dysfunction. However, these changes were not due to global cognitive impairments, but rather to impaired clock reading. This kind of study shows, however, the importance of eye movement behaviors in everyday life and its relation with “automatic” tasks.

Conversely, eye movement behaviors in MCI or early AD patients have not been studied extensively. Research has demonstrated that the patients show altered visual search strategies and eye movement behaviors, with deficits in smooth pursuit eye movements, an increased number of saccades, as well as increased attentional deficits and eye blinks. Increased latencies in a reflexive saccade overlap task have also been found in MCI patients when compared to age-matched normal controls. Other findings have shown that alterations in oculomotor exploration may also reveal other cognitive impairments in the MCI groups, namely in executive functioning. MCI subjects may also exhibit altered saccadic inhibition when compared to healthy elderly subjects. In a saccadic inhibition study run by Alichniewicz et al the authors have combined eye-tracking methodology with fMRI data and have found that aMCI subjects revealed decreased activation in the frontal eye fields when compared to healthy elderly persons during antisaccade performance, which can be interpreted as a decline in inhibitory functioning in early manifestations of AD.

In sum, it is possible nowadays to identify altered patterns of oculomotor behavior in a wide variety of pathological conditions, and to help establish differential diagnoses in clinical settings. There is evidence of the presence of oculomotor deficits in MCI patients that reveal different types of cognitive impairments (for example, impairments in memory and executive functioning); however, these studies have restricted populations and are not extended in time. It would be interesting if future investigations could develop more longitudinal studies conducted with larger populations in order to verify how these changes in visual processing
develop with time, and to determine whether they really have some predictive strength in AD.

**Eye movement and memory impairments in MCI/AD**

It is important to better understand how eye movement behavior is linked to early manifestations of memory impairments in dementia. In fact, eye movements have been shown to reveal the influence of different types of memory (for example, item memory and relational memory), permitting us to clarify several issues about distinct memory systems.7,34,60,61

Some authors have been trying to use behavioral tasks that can reveal these visual deficits without needing to produce almost any verbal responses, and which are suitable for testing subjects with cognitive impairments, such as AD patients.8,32 One of the tasks known for its high sensitivity to early memory impairments is the visual-paired comparison task, which is generally used to assess memory recognition by focusing on the tendency that subjects will explore novel items in more detail. In this task, an item is briefly presented, and after a delayed period of time, the previously seen item is presented again, side by side, with a novel item. The amount of time spent viewing this novel item when compared to the old item is then measured, and if a preference for the new item is found, it can be assumed that the subject has a memory for the familiar, less-viewed item. This task was able to detect impaired declarative memory in humans and in nonhuman primates, who had little detectable damage in the medial temporal lobe (MTL) memory system, as they showed equal amounts of time spent on viewing both the novel stimulus and the familiar stimuli.5,34 According to the authors, the influence of different cognitive deficits on these results still needs to be investigated further, although the assumption that these eye movement patterns are related to impaired memory remains compelling. The posterior memory recognition task sufficiently challenged the memory system so that MCI subjects no longer remembered which image they had previously seen.5,8 Amnesic patients exhibited a decrease in the amount of time spent viewing repeated items, as compared to novel ones, like faces and scenes.60

Some other tasks involve mechanisms associated with binding (ie, linking) different features across different dimensions (ie, color, shape, or location) or visual streams (ie, ventral or dorsal). The differences observed across studies may arise from the different demands of these tasks to develop effective connectivity across or within these feature dimensions.62-64 Studies have shown that AD patients perform poorly on short-term memory tasks involving shape–color binding. These results have been extended to suggest that specific impairments in binding the information stored in memory differentiates AD patients’ performance from that of patients with major depression.65

In fact, the literature has revealed that visual search strategies are not random; rather, they are guided by two factors: the physical properties of the elements presented in a specific scene; and our previous experience with and knowledge about that particular situation (which is provided by episodic and semantic memory systems).7 The visual memory representation derived from the previewed scene facilitates a later search through that scene. Therefore, scene memory representation in guiding visual search is not limited to spatial layout, but it also preserves information about the form and/or identity of the objects occupying those locations.61,66 Also, the hippocampus is needed to form these allocentric representations from previously seen material.67

Troyer et al68 compared 29 subjects diagnosed with aMCI to 30 age-matched controls on object–location and symbol–symbol recall tasks. Although item recall was impaired in the aMCI group relative to controls, the associative recall proved to be even more impaired in the aMCI group. Impairments in this ability to recollect, in an integrative way, associative information from memory are often associated with early neuroanatomical changes, namely in the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex. In fact, these measures of associative recall were the best group discriminators, with scores of 76% sensitivity and 90% specificity for symbol–symbol recall and 86% sensitivity and 97% specificity for object–location recall.68 The authors concluded, then, that associative memory deficits can be an early cognitive sign of AD.

Patients with AD and asymptomatic carriers of the E280A single presenilin-1 mutation have also been studied using tasks involving memory recognition of shape, color, and shape–color binding, and they performed significantly worse than healthy controls in the feature-binding condition alone.65,69 Standard neuropsychological tasks revealed no significant differences between asymptomatic carriers and healthy controls. Statistical analyses confirmed the greater sensitivity and specificity of binding tests than other traditional neuropsychological measures for patients with AD, and most notably for asymptomatic carriers of the mutation, which suggests that visual short-term memory (VSTM) binding deficits may be a preclinical marker for familial AD.65,69 Patients with AD have impairments not only in VSTM, but also in more high-order visual perceptive functions, such as divided attention, selective attention, visual memory29,
and also in semantic interference.\textsuperscript{70} However, not all low-level perceptual functions remain intact in AD. It is known that contrast sensitivity deeply affects other high-level visual cognition tasks, such as recognition tasks.\textsuperscript{29} This perceptual impairment has proven to deeply affect other high-level visual cognition tasks, such as recognition tasks.\textsuperscript{35} It would be interesting if future investigations could try to understand whether other low-level perceptual features could be also impaired in the early stages of AD, as they can be easier rehabilitated and will provide a better quality of life for these subjects.

Subsequent research on VSTM has shown AD/MCI-related deficits in at least three important stages. First, iconic memory decays much faster in patients with MCI compared to healthy controls.\textsuperscript{71} Second, consolidation of information in VSTM may be impaired in AD patients. Third, VSTM binding is changed in patients with AD. More specifically, AD patients seem to have a specific deficit in how features of objects in VSTM are bound together.\textsuperscript{65} The consolidation process from iconic memory to VSTM seems to remain intact for MCI patients, but it might become corrupted once MCI patients progress into AD. Overall, the deficits in iconic memory described in MCI patients might be considered high risk factors for AD conversion. This conclusion was corroborated by Lu et al\textsuperscript{71} who compared observers with MCI to young and older control subjects, and found that iconic memory decayed much faster for the MCI group than for the normal control groups (young or old).

In an attempt to determine which modality – VSTM or visuospatial short-term memory (VSSTM) – decays faster in the early phases of AD, a recent study\textsuperscript{72} compared the performance of MCI and AD groups and concluded that VSTM and VSSTM were significantly impaired in the MCI and AD groups as compared to healthy age-matched controls, with VSSTM scores being worse than VSTM scores. These results seem to indicate that visual deficits might be related (or be secondary) to impairments in other cognitive functions, such as attentional and executive nature deficits.

Previous investigations concerning the theory of multiple memory systems\textsuperscript{66,73} have emphasized the role of the MTL (and, specifically, the hippocampus) in the conscious recollection or conscious awareness of prior experiences. These studies have highlighted the MTL’s importance in episodic and semantic memory. They also placed emphasis on its implications in the recovery of perceptual details and/or of more complex information.\textsuperscript{74}

Additional studies\textsuperscript{75–77} have indicated that awareness is not always necessarily required in memory expression in the eye movement patterns. The findings revealed that hippocampal amnesia has a significant impact on relational memory, while sparing item memory, regardless of issues of conscious access. Hence, recent findings have reported that the use of eye movement paradigms provided critical evidence in favor of a relational memory account over an explicit memory account with respect to impairments in hippocampal amnesia.\textsuperscript{7,60}

In conclusion, there has been growing evidence that some behavioral tasks, which were built to detect covert memory impairments through the analysis of eye movements, can detect AD early in the course of the disease, while indicating possible changes in hippocampal functioning. Also, visual memory binding deficits may be a preclinical marker, as they are present even in MCI patients. More specifically, iconic memory seems to decay faster in this group, and it might be considered a high risk factor of AD conversion.

**Eye movement and attention/executive impairments in MCI/AD**

As previously mentioned, recent findings have been pointing out that other deficits – besides those in episodic and semantic memory – might appear early in AD. Specifically, alterations in some types of attention and inhibitory control have been found, with some consistency in patients diagnosed with AD/MCI. It is important, then, to clarify some ideas around these concepts.

Although episodic memory has been widely considered among one of the first deficits in AD, some studies have examined attention and visual attention in the early stages of the disease.\textsuperscript{79} Early studies conducted with probable AD patients using eye movement records revealed significant impairments in tasks that required an active shift of focal attention. Scinto et al\textsuperscript{79} showed that these patients exhibited less accuracy and longer saccade latencies when they were asked to fixate on a target appearing randomly to the right or left of a central point, and to direct their attention to a target appearing randomly in one of four peripheral locations. Furthermore, in the second task, the authors observed an increase of deficits, as task demands were made more difficult. Specifically, a failure to accurately shift one’s attention resulted from perseveration errors and a lack of persistence. The overall conclusion suggested that the deficits in attention might play a role as an early marker of AD, and that eye movement data can provide useful and accurate information if combined with appropriate tasks that can manage different levels of attention demands.

However, although a previous investigation has focused on visual attention deficits as a preclinical marker of AD, very
few studies have approached visual attention as a multidomain concept, with some aspects being more vulnerable than others in different pathological conditions. Okonkwo et al\(^{80}\) investigated potential visual attention deficits by comparing performances between a group of 51 aMCI patients and 58 normal controls. Using the Useful Field of View test, the authors tried to assess simple, divided, and selective attention in both groups, and the results showed that divided attention was the most impaired in a hierarchical pyramid of attentional deficits, with 53% of the MCI patients being impaired. Despite the relatively large number of individuals tested in this investigation, the majority of the research concerning attentional deficits in MCI/AD conditions have restricted and limited sample sizes, which inevitably create some constraints in the an early detection of these deficits.

Lonie et al\(^{81}\) examined group differences between aMCI patients, early AD patients, depressive controls, and healthy elderly controls in a dual task performance. They concluded that there were no group differences in this kind of task; however, aMCI and early AD groups seemed to have marked difficulties when dividing their attention between tasks, such as on part B of the Trail Making Test. The authors suggested that a more taxing dual task measure might be more sensitive to early divided attention changes in AD.

Perry and Hodges\(^{82}\) tested nine MCI subjects and nine controls on a paradigm that quantified both the attentional blink and top–down control of attention in a visual search task. Subjects were asked to identify certain stimuli that were presented sequentially, and the observed detrimental effect in identifying a second stimulus, after identifying the first one, served as a measure of the attentional blink. When asked to identify only one of the two stimuli, the subjects’ ability to ignore the first stimulus served as a function of their top–down attentional control. Results showed that MCI subjects had a normal attentional dwell time, but they had impaired top–down attentional control. The authors suggested that these two aspects of visual search are mediated by different neural systems, with top–down processing being connected to the prefrontal cortex and the attentional blink being a function of earlier perceptual processing in the visual cortices. They also added that this more complex, top–down processing can also be a very early sign of AD.\(^{82}\)

With regards to visuospatial attention strategies in AD, some deficits have been registered – namely, an increased number of fixations and longer duration of fixations. Rösler et al\(^{83}\) examined a group of AD patients, a group of age-matched controls, and another group of young controls on a computerized task, where subjects had to search for a number among a nonlinear array of letters on a large screen. The results indicated that AD patients made more fixations and exhibited longer fixation times than the other two groups, which delayed target detection. These differences in the visual search patterns between groups were interpreted as deficits in disengaging visuospatial attention, but it was also associated with a prolongation of saccade initiation and inefficiency in planning a search strategy. Other authors have corroborated this failure to disengage and shift attention, especially on novel tasks, where participants have failed to inhibit well-rehearsed strategies (see Perry and Hodges\(^{78}\) for a review).

It seems undeniable that these alterations in visuospatial attention strategies need to be further investigated, given that they can provide some clues about other executive function deficits. Concerning inhibitory deficits, a more recent study\(^{84}\) has suggested that these kinds of deficits may be explained by direct degenerative effects on inhibitory control. In their study, Crawford et al\(^{84}\) tested 18 patients with probable AD and two control groups (17 young participants and 18 older participants) concerning four saccadic eye movement paradigms: prosaccade; NO–GO; GO/NO–GO; and antisaccade. The results showed fewer error correction saccades in patients with probable AD, and an inability of these patients to correct erroneous saccades. The authors suggested that these failures provided the most reliable oculomotor index of dementia severity, distinguishing them from the normal effects of aging. However, an eventual capacity of early detection of AD does not become clear, in contrast to what had been suggested by Rösler et al\(^{83}\) with the dual task performance.

Despite the fact that there are inhibition deficits in AD, little is known about these kinds of deficits in patients with MCI and its predictive value in dementia processes. Furthermore, some controversy has been raised in the literature concerning the presence of inhibitory deficits in MCI patients. While some authors\(^{85}\) point out that these patients exhibit impairments in inhibitory functions (mainly, reduced resistance to interference and partially impaired goal maintenance), others\(^{86}\) claim that these deficits are not relevant in MCI. In a more recent study, Alichniewicz et al\(^{8}\) combined eye tracking and fMRI measures to investigate the neural correlates of oculomotor functions in aMCI patients. The authors pointed out that there was increased activation of the frontal and parietal regions in both prosaccades and antisaccades for the aMCI, healthy elderly, and younger groups. Nonetheless, the aMCI group exhibited significantly decreased activation in the frontal eye field region, bilaterally, in comparison to the healthy elderly group during the antisaccade task.
performance. We can thus argue that the decline in inhibition functioning and the corresponding disruption in frontal lobe activity in aMCI might be a sensitive measure of the early manifestation of AD.

Further research is still needed regarding the nature of inhibitory impairments in AD/MCI patients, but the evidence seems to indicate that these deficits might be one of the first signs of the presence of executive function alterations in these patients. It would be relevant if, in the future, researchers could combine eye movement methodology with neuroimag- ing techniques in order to explore these impairments with greater accuracy.

Memory and attention expression in eye movement behavior: two systems operating together?

It is not always easy to tease apart the effects of attention and memory on visual processing. Memory retrieval is usually associated with activation of the parietal cortex, which is also implicated in the attentional system. Some findings have provided evidence that MTL structures may play a perceptive role on the memory system, namely in the perirhinal cortex when discriminating between different conditions of feature ambiguity. Therefore, researchers are still looking to develop a better understanding of the existing relationship between these different cognitive domains on AD pathology.

Some authors have also suggested that the inferior parietal lobe mediates the automatic allocation of attention to retrieved memory contents. Moscovitch hypothesized that this region is associated with the recovery of information from the hippocampus. Therefore, the inferior parietal lobe is active when attention is allocated by memory contents for vivid memories, rather than for merely familiar ones. The author added that the capture of attention by strong, vivid memories has priority over an overt allocation of attention in perceptual tasks. In addition, Olsen et al added that overt shifts of attention through eye movements are associated with higher accuracy of performance in relational visuospatial memory tasks — ie, attention seems to facilitate memory for the relationships between objects. The authors argued that the activation of these parietal lobe regions, which are also known to be involved in visuospatial attention and in oculomotor planning, may reinforce and help to produce stronger relational spatial representations and, consequently, more accurate memory recognition of previously studied items. We can assume, therefore, that there is a combined influence of both attention and memory (namely, visuospatial memory) in the formation of visual representations. However, attentional processes seem to play other roles in the identification of early impairments associated with AD, besides facilitating memory retrieval.

Further, deficits in visual memory recognition in AD/MCI patients can be secondary to impairments in attentional and executive resources, whereas deficits in visuospatial memory recognition appear to be primary, and they reflect a genuine spatial disorder. Corroborating this theory that visuospatial recognition is a primary impairment is the fact that AD patients tend to show increased pupil dilation during a visual search for conjunctions rather than features, suggesting increased effort during such conditions. Scene descriptions from AD subjects with hippocampus/MTL lesions are poorer in detail, especially in spatial coherence, and these descriptions reported rather more isolated features and fragments than an integrated coherent spatial conjunction.

Another study that tested spatial navigation impairments in different subtypes of MCI confirmed that the aMCI group showed significant spatial navigation impairments in allocentric processing, whereas the nonamnestic and subjective memory complaints groups registered similar values to controls. In addition, the AD and aMCI multiple domain (aMCImd) groups were impaired in all spatial navigation conditions. The authors thus suggested that spatial navigation impairments in aMCI could be detected at an earlier stage. They added that this deficit could allow for the monitoring of disease development, starting from aMCI to aMCImd and ending in AD. However, further investigations based on the complementary assessment of attentional resources and visuospatial memory are needed to help identify the cognitive origin and neurofunctional bases of visual processing deficits, as shown in MCI and AD patients. This is necessary to understand the staging of the deficits and to determine their predictive value. Moreover, given the lack of consensus around the definition of MCI, more studies are needed to determine which types of MCI show impairments in visuospatial memory and which of them convert to AD.

Considering the impairments in visual processing capacity, Bundesen developed a theoretical framework that explores the integration of different components of visual information intake, known as the “theory of visual attention”. According to this theory, an object can be identified and encoded into VSTM, and the probability of its correct identification is a function of exposure duration. If multiple objects are presented in the visual field, then a competition between multiple objects for selection is established as a race towards VSTM. A subject’s performance can vary according to perceptual threshold, iconic memory, processing speed, and
VSTM. When applied to clinical populations, like MCI and AD patients, \textsuperscript{39} the theory of visual attention indicates that MCI shows a rise in perceptual thresholds, while AD is affected in terms of processing speed and VSTM storage capacity. This means that the elevated thresholds are related to impaired preattentive (bottom–up) mechanisms in both AD and MCI, while the allocation of attention to stimuli and the storage of selected items in VSTM seem to be more affected in AD than in MCI patients. In other words, the results revealed deficits in preattentive visual processing in MCI, but only in attentional processing in AD. Moreover, the perceptual thresholds were associated with disease duration, but not with cognitive measure, with the reverse being true for speed and the VSTM parameters. This study suggests that either the early attentional deficits or the later VSTM features affect visual processing in AD at different stages of the disease, anticipating its predictive power as a distinct marker during the course of MCI, before the appearance of memory impairments. Once again, longitudinal studies would be very relevant in verifying which types of MCI subjects convert to AD. Nevertheless, these findings show that attention and memory are two parts of one continuum of the cognitive changes associated with AD, although the authors suggest that preattentional and attentional deficits might be an early marker of the disease. In addition, it would be interesting to investigate these preattentional alterations with tasks that are especially designed for the study of selective attention processes. Specifically, it would be useful to identify how shifts in attention and inhibitory control changes affect the performance of selective attention. Eye movement methodology, along with neuroimaging techniques, could bring an invaluable contribution to this study.

The overall results highlighted the growing relevance of changes in attention associated with the development of AD. Yet, the predictive role of memory alterations early in the course of the disease is undeniable. Nevertheless, we already have some clues about the other types of memories that can also be affected, such as visual and visuospatial memories, due to the contributions of eye movement studies. In sum, both attention/executive functioning and memory impairments are known to be early cognitive markers, and even though they first seem to influence visual memory performance, more experimental evidence is needed to state whether executive and attentional deficits might occur earlier and influence later visual processing impairments.

**Conclusion**

Cross-sectional studies have been conducted assessing AD patients and controls, \textsuperscript{32,53,55,57,58,79,81,83,84,90,92} AD and MCI patients, \textsuperscript{5,52,59} MCI patients and controls, \textsuperscript{5,70} and AD patients and patients with other neuropsychiatric conditions. \textsuperscript{6,26,30,31,56} Cross-sectional studies using eye-tracker technology have also been conducted with young adults to assess cognitive function. \textsuperscript{50,61,76–78,88} The hippocampus \textsuperscript{34} and perirhinal cortex \textsuperscript{57} of monkeys have also been studied to address the role of different brain areas in memory tasks. Only two review studies have been found to address the use of eye movements to investigate the cognitive neuroscience of memory \textsuperscript{7} and the cognitive processes involved in smooth pursuit eye movements. \textsuperscript{51} Other studies involved vision and the visual system, as well as their impairments in AD. \textsuperscript{29,35–50,54} The lack of retrospective and prospective cohort studies indicates the need for further investigation to establish a direct relationship between eye movement patterns and the early stages of AD, and also to cooperate to the development of a reliable tool to detect visual system abnormalities prior to cognitive and behavioral symptoms.

The development and origin of AD has been a recurrent theme among research communities, and a great deal of effort has been made in order to identify the earliest markers of the disease. A wide variety of biological, neurofunctional, and neuropsychological methods has been used to detect and predict the conversion of MCI to AD; however, this is a complex task given the lack of consensus around the definition and classification of MCI. In fact, if previous investigations considered this concept as a transitional state between normal aging and dementia, nowadays it can be considered as a clinical framework for itself with different subclassifications yet to be defined. Furthermore, increasing evidence indicates that episodic memory impairments might not be the only early changes that occur before conversion. Given the current debate about these different subtypes of MCI, it is relevant to consider every cognitive change that might be detectable at the early stages of the disease, since they can be considered valid predictive markers. Recent investigations have been indicating that other types of impairments can be present before establishing a diagnosis of AD, namely in terms of visuospatial abilities and executive functioning.

Two of the most affected brain structures in AD pathology are the hippocampus and MTL structures, which are responsible not only for memory functioning, but also for visual processes. Furthermore, other impaired structures, such as the temporal and parietal lobes, are also associated with perceptual organization, shifts of attention, and spatial abilities. Given these reasons, it would be worthwhile to broaden the spectrum of the study of early cognitive markers in AD so it includes visual and executive functions.
As mentioned previously, we presented several studies that confirmed the utility of eye movement behavior as a tool for identifying cognitive impairments in general, but also in specific pathological conditions, like AD. With respect to AD, patients show different eye movement patterns, such as changes in fixation duration, saccade orientation, smooth pursuit movements, or saccadic inhibition, among others, even without participants’ explicit reports during tasks. However, there is still insufficient investigation of these changes in MCI. Patients with this condition seem to show increased latencies in reflexive saccades and altered saccadic inhibition, which might suggest impairments in executive functioning. Nonetheless, the existing studies present reduced populations and a lack of follow-up information, especially with respect to the association between these eye movement changes and the conversion to AD. Future investigations might be of benefit if they could integrate a time–course analysis to confirm the true effects of eye movement patterns in different subjects, so as to avoid overlooking these effects as single results. Moreover, the combination of eye movement techniques with neuroimaging and neuropsychological methods would help to improve the existing knowledge about the early impairments in AD.

The study of eye movement behavior can also be a valuable tool for the assessment of early manifestations of memory impairments in dementia when combined with appropriate behavioral tasks that are specifically designed to highlight these deficits. Tasks like the visual paired-comparison task, sufficiently challenged visual recognition memory, so that AD patients can no longer distinguish between novel and previously seen items, suggesting that the same oculomotor pattern is evident for both of them. Moreover, in AD subjects, VSTM tasks can reveal deficits in the ability to bind different features of an item, and in item location in allocentric representations. Impairments in this ability to recollect, in an integrative way, associative information from memory are often related to early neuroanatomical changes, namely in hippocampus and entorhinal cortex, even in MCI patients. Therefore, we can assume that visual short-term binding deficits may be a preclinical marker of the disease. Recent investigations on VSTM deficits have been suggesting that iconic memory becomes impaired much faster in MCI patients compared to healthy controls; however, this is still an issue that receives little attention from researchers. It would be interesting to use eye movement analysis to further explore the more basic perceptive changes in VSTM, besides deficits in iconic memory in MCI/AD subjects, trying to unveil possible impairments in hippocampal functioning and the involvement of other cognitive domains. Also, the spatial nature of memory deficits in AD/MCI seems to be a topic less explored by researchers, although the influence of the hippocampus and the temporoparietal network in this cognitive domain is generally known.

Another topic addressed in this review was that changes other than memory impairments might occur early in the course of AD – namely, in attention and executive functioning. AD patients showed alterations in the active shift of attention, which seems to grow as tasks demands are made more difficult. The majority of studies approaching attentional impairments fail to consider attention as a multidomain concept, and they seem to choose inadequate tasks that try to assess attention as a unique, global domain.60 Once again, there are few investigations around these deficits in MCI, but recent studies have been showing that this condition appears to exhibit impaired top–down processing. In addition, divided attention has been shown to be the most impaired subclassification in a hierarchical pyramid of attention deficits. These results still need to be corroborated by future studies, as they can be considered early signs of disease before the establishment of a diagnosis. In addition, AD patients also show changes in error correction saccades, and they exhibit a larger number of fixations with longer fixation duration as well. Some findings add that these alterations might be due to a deficit in disengaging visuospatial attention, while others attribute these changes to a failure to inhibit well-rehearsed strategies.78 In the future, more studies focusing on the neural correlates of oculomotor functions would be relevant, given that recent data indicated that there was a disruption of frontal activation, specifically in the frontal eye fields, in patients who had registered an impairment in inhibitory functions. Nonetheless, we still need to understand whether this association between oculomotor behavior and neural correlates in patients may help to detect individuals who may convert to AD.

In the Memory and attention expression in eye movement behavior: two systems operating together? section, we stressed the underlying difficulty in precisely discriminating the effects of memory and attention on visual processing, since some impairments in visual attention could be recast as impairments in VSTM and vice versa. This finding possibly reflects the double role played by some brain structures, such as the hippocampus and MTL, both in memory and in visual perception functions. In addition, some authors85 have argued that attention facilitates visuospatial memory for the relations between objects, characterized by the corresponding overt shifts of attention; others89 have claimed that deficits in visuospatial memory...
memory seem to be primary and reflect a genuine spatial disorder. Taking this into consideration, spatial impairments still need deeper scientific investigation, as they might appear earlier than other deficits in disease progression. Moreover, MCI patients seem to exhibit changes in visual processing in a more preattentive and earlier stage of the disease, preceding later impairments in VSTM. However, little is known about which MCI subtypes present with visual processing deficits that convert to AD, and it is also unclear how these impairments progress during the course of the disease.

In sum, the debate around the early cognitive markers of AD pathology is still open, but we can assume that episodic memory deficits might not be the first ones to occur. Deficits of a more visual and executive nature might emerge earlier in the course of the disease. A combined effort between eye movement behavior and neuroimaging techniques with the appropriate neuropsychological tasks derived from cognitive psychology may reveal whether there is a relationship of coexistence or precedence between the different early signs of AD.
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